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a b s t r a c t

In this study, a single unit of planar micro-solid-oxide fuel cell (�SOFC) is investigated numerically to
evaluate the influences of flow channel design, oxygen composition, and thermal operating conditions on
cell performance. Four flow channel designs are examined under the co-flow configuration: serpentine,
double serpentine, rod bundle, and oblique rib. For all designs, the contacts areas of interconnect to
electrodes are kept consistent to maintain the ohmic losses at the same level. To characterize the mass
transport effects, there are three different compositions, 100% O2, 50% O2/50% N2 and air, fed to the cathode
inlet. Different thermal conditions, adiabatic and isothermal, are applied to the outer boundary of the
�SOFC and the results are compared. The outcomes suggest that both thermal conditions and oxidant
composition show remarkable influences on �SOFC performance. Under adiabatic conditions, the rise of
cell temperature causes a decrease in reversible voltage, deteriorating the overall cell competence. When
oxygen is diluted with nitrogen, local gas diffusion becomes dominant to the cathode reaction. Bulk flow,

on the other hand, plays a minor role in cell performance since there is little deviation in the polarization
curves for all flow channel designs, even at high current densities. For comparison, the flow visualization
technique is employed to observe the transport phenomena in various flow channel designs. The flow
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. Introduction

Innovative approaches to portable power sources have attracted
reat attention due to their vital roles in consumer electronics and
ilitary applications. With the growing demands for longer life-

ime and smaller sizes, conventional batteries are inadequate to
ulfill these needs. As the MicroElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS)
eld flourishes, many researchers attempt to exploit microfabri-
ation technologies to develop microscale power devices. Several
oncepts, such as microcombustion engines [1], micropneumatic
nergy conversion [2], and miniaturized fuel cells [3], have been
xplored to realize micro power generation. Among them, solid-
xide fuel cell (SOFC) has become a very promising approach
ecause of its high generation efficiency and structural simplic-

ty. As a result of its high operating temperature, SOFC does

ot require expensive precious metal catalysts, nor does it suffer

rom water management problems [4]. Hence, miniaturized SOFCs
ould be suitable for powering long-duration devices and remote-

ommunication electronics.

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +886 2 2737 6452; fax: +886 2 2737 6460.
E-mail address: clsun@mail.ntust.edu.tw (C.-l. Sun).

1 Present address: Delta Electronics, 31-1 Xingbang Road, Guishan Industrial Zone,
aoyuan County, 33370 Taiwan.
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the concentration distribution, providing a useful tool to design �SOFCs.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Morse and Jankowski [5] are the pioneers of employing the
icrofabrication technique to reduce the size of SOFCs. Using sili-

on wafer as the support substrate, thin films of anode, electrolyte,
nd cathode materials are deposited to establish the freestand-
ng membrane. An open circuit voltage of 0.8 V is measured at
16 ◦C for the thin-film solid-oxide fuel cells. Later, Jankowski et
l. [3] proposed a manifold-supported structure which integrates
he insulating layers, the heater, the electrodes, and the electrolyte
ayer into the micro-machined manifold. Using dilute fuel mix-
ures, the scaled-down fuel cell package is capable of delivering
.15 W cm−2 of power output at an operating temperature of 600 ◦C.

Several concerns arise when designing thin-film SOFCs. Since
hin-film structures are inevitably subjected to intrinsic and ther-

al stress, reliability issues become crucial. Srikar et al. [6]
resented analytical models to study the effects of electrolyte
hickness on electrochemical performance, structural stability, and
hermal loss for micro-machined SOFCs. Their results indicate that
ell performance is nearly independent of electrolyte thickness in
he micron range when operating at 490–600 ◦C. Tang et al. [7]
tudied the effects of thin-film geometry on thermal-mechanical

eliability of �SOFCs. A corrugated supported membrane for the
hin circular electrolyte was proposed to reduce the structure
tress. Moreover, Shao et al. [8] proposed a thermally self-sustained
SOFC configuration that utilizes the thermal energy released from
xidation reaction. Without auxiliary heating, the fuel cell stack

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
mailto:clsun@mail.ntust.edu.tw
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2008.06.048
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Nomenclature

a′ stoichiometric coefficient of the electrochemical
reaction

A total current collection area
cp specific heat
D effective mass diffusion coefficient
E operating voltage
F Faraday constant
h enthalpy
i charge flux
iav average current density
i0 exchange current density
iT transfer current
J diffusion flux
k thermal conductivity
ṁ mass flow rate
M molecular weight
P pressure
�P pressure drop in interconnect
R gas constant
T temperature
U velocity vector
Ẇ power
x x-coordinate
y y-coordinate
Y species mass fraction
z z-coordinate

Greek symbols
˛ transfer coefficient
ˇ concentration exponent
ε porosity
� electrical potential
� tortuosity
� overpotential
� permeability
� viscosity
	 density

 electrical conductivity
� shear stress tensor

Subscript
a anode
act activation
av average
c cathode
conc concentration
eff effective
f fluid
flow flow
i species i
inlet inlet of interconnect
ohm ohmic
outlet outlet of interconnect
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∇ · i = −∇ · i = ∇ · (−
 ∇� ) = −∇ · (−
 ∇� ) = i (5)
preheat preheat
s solid

◦
s successfully maintained at 500–600 C and a power output of
50 mW is obtained at 1.0 V.

Although �SOFC is emerging as a potential candidate for
icroscale power generation, several problems remain unad-

ressed. Since heat conduction and mass diffusion become the
m
c
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ominant mechanisms in microscale transport, reduction in size
ight lead to thermal management difficulties and diffusion lim-

tations. To further comprehend the physical consequences of
ownscaling SOFC, numerical investigation is carried out for four
ow channel designs in this study. Pure hydrogen is supplied to the
node, while three different compositions of oxidant, 100% O2, 50%
2/50% N2 and air, are fed to the cathode to examine the effects
f mass transport. There are two types of thermal boundary con-
itions imposed: isothermal and adiabatic. To evaluate the �SOFC
erformances, polarization curves, as well as the distributions of
pecies concentrations and temperature are compared. Moreover,
ilicon-based microchannels are fabricated and the flow visual-
zation technique is implemented experimentally to obtain flow
atterns that help understand the transport phenomena in the four
ow channel designs of interconnects.

. Model construction

.1. Assumptions

The software package CFD-ACE+ [9], which adopts the finite vol-
me approach, is employed to perform the cell-level simulations of
SOFC. In this study, the following assumptions are made:

1. The fuel cell is under stationary operation.
. The reactant gases obey ideal gas behaviors.
. The flow field is laminar.
. The physical properties of all materials are isotropic and

homogenous.
. The effects of gravity are negligible.

.2. Mathematical models

To simulate the physical phenomena in SOFC, CFD-ACE+
mploys a set of differential equations governing the transport of
ass, momentum, energy, and charge.

Continuity equation:

∂(ε	)
∂t

+ ∇ · (ε	U) = 0 (1)

Conservation of momentum:

∂(ε	U)
∂t

+ ∇ · (ε	UU) = −ε∇P + ∇ · (ε�) + ε2�U
�

(2)

Conservation of species:

∂(ε	Yi)
∂t

+ ∇ · (ε	UYi) = ∇ · Ji + Mia
′
i

iT
F

(3)

Conservation of energy:

∂(ε	h)
∂t

+ ∇ · (ε	Uh) = ∇ · (keff∇T +
∑

i

Jihi)

+ ε� : ∇U + ε
∂P

∂t
+ iT (�s − �f) + 
(∇�)2

(4)

Conservation of charge:
s f s s f f T

In the species conservation equation, the diffusion flux Ji is
odeled by Fick’s Law, Ji = 	Di,eff�Yi. The effective mass diffusion

oefficient Di,eff is acquired from the Bruggman model, Di,eff = ε� Di.
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Fig. 1. The four flow channel designs investigated in this study: (a) ser

In the energy conservation equation, effective thermal conduc-
ivity keff is used to account for the porosity effects in electrodes:

eff = −2ks +
[

ε

2ks + kf
+ 1 − ε

3ks

]−1
(6)

Moreover, the conversion of chemical energy to thermal energy
s specified in the enthalpy flux term

∑
iJihi. For �SOFC, there are

wo heat sources: Joule heating and heat production associated
ith active and concentration losses. In Eq. (4), 
(��)2 represents

he Joule heating effects, which occurs in all solid regions such as
lectrodes, electrolyte, and interconnects. Whereas, the heat gen-
ration caused by active and concentration losses is considered to
ake place in the PEN (positive/electrolyte/negative) region, and
s represented by iT(�s − �f). For the electrochemical reaction, a

odified form of the Butler–Volmer equation is used:

T = i0

{
exp
[

˛aF

RT
(�s − �f)

]
− exp

[−˛cF

RT
(�s − �f)

]}∏
i=1

Yˇi
i (7)

By setting the operating condition, the aformentioned models
re solved to predict the local electrical, thermal, and mass transfer
rofiles. To obtain the polarization curve, average current density
s evaluated by integrating the local current density at the area of
he current collector.

av = 1
A

∫
A

is · dA (8)

c
c
8
a
t

e, (b) rod bundle, (c) double serpentine and (d) oblique rib, unit: �m.

The aforementioned mathematical models contain adjustable
arameters that can be set by calibration. As described in Ramakr-

shna et al. [10], the adjustable parameters are determined by
omparing the computational results to available polarization
urves of a single-cell SOFC under a range of fuel and oxidant com-
ositions.

.3. Model geometry

The simulation domain is a single unit of �SOFC which consists
f anode, electrolyte, cathode and two interconnects. The footprint
rea of �SOFC is 1 cm × 1 cm, and the thickness of the interconnect
hich bears the flow channel is 1 mm. To improve the mechanical

eliability, a conventional electrolyte-supported structure is carried
ut instead of following the thin-film approach. The thickness of
he electrolyte is 200 �m, while both the anode and the cathode
ave thicknesses of 50 �m. There are four different flow channel
esigns examined: serpentine, double serpentine, rod bundle, and
blique rib, as shown in Fig. 1. The depth of the flow channel is fixed
t 500 �m. For the serpentine and double serpentine designs, the
hannel is 500 �m wide with bends that have a 300 �m radius of

urvature. The rod bundle design comprises a square array of 10
olumns. The diameter of the columns is 460 �m and the pitch is
50 �m. In the oblique rib design, the ribs are 200 �m wide with
n interval of 507 �m, while the angle of the rib alignment toward
he inflow is 45◦. Among the four different designs, the variation
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Table 1
Physical properties of �SOFC model

Component Electrolyte Anode Cathode Interconnect

Material YSZ Ni/ZrO2 LSM LaCrO3

Electrical conductivity (S m−1) 0.01 105 7700 100
Porosity (%) 1 45 44 –
Permeability (m2) 10−18 10−12 10−12 –
Thermal conductivity (W m−1 K−1) 2.7 6 11 2.11
A
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verage pore size (�m) 0.3 1.6 2.74 –
ensity (kg m−3) – – – 6770
pecific heat (J kg−1 K−1) – – – 550.5

f ohmic overpotential is minimized by keeping the contact areas
f interconnects and electrodes at 33.1–36.6% of the active area so
hat the individual contributions of mass transport can be clarified.

Table 1 summarizes the physical properties used in the simula-
ions. The ionic conductivity of electrolyte is set to 10 S m−1. Hence,
he corresponding ohmic resistances for anode, cathode, and elec-
rolyte are 5 × 10−6, 6.5 × 10−5, and 0.2 �, respectively. For all flow
hannel designs, the ohmic resistance of an interconnect is approx-
mately 0.2 �. On each electrode, the electrochemical reactions are
xpressed as

node : 2H2 + 2O2− → 2H2O + 4e−

athode : O2 + 4e− → 2O2−

.4. Boundary conditions

Pure hydrogen is supplied to the anode inlet with a mass flow
−8 −1
ate of 10 kg s , while three different compositions of reactant,

ure O2, 50% O2/50% N2 and air, are fed to the cathode inlet. The
ow configuration and coordinates of the model are illustrated in
ig. 2. For oxygen and air, the mass flow rate at the cathode inlet
s fixed at 8 × 10−8 kg s−1. For 50% O2/50% N2, the mass flow rate is

c
a
g
r
p

Fig. 2. Flow configura

able 2
he cell operating conditions and the Reynolds numbers at inlets

node Cathode

uel ṁa (kg s−1) Rea Oxidant

2 10−8 0.92 O2

2 10−8 0.6–0.9 O2

2 10−8 0.92 50% O2/50% N2

2 10−8 0.92 Air
Sources 185 (2008) 363–373

etermined by stoichiometry and is equivalent to 1.6 × 10−7 kg s−1.
he temperature of the reactants is set to 1073 K for both inlets and
ar-field boundary conditions are applied to the outlets. The volt-
ge potentials on the surfaces of the current collectors are given to
xhibit the external load, and the lateral walls of the �SOFC are elec-
rically insulated. To study the influences of thermal management,
wo types of thermal boundary conditions are assumed: isothermal
nd adiabatic. Under isothermal condition, the wall temperature is
xed at 1073 K. Under adiabatic conditions, the generated heat can
nly be carried away by convection of the reactants. This is similar
o the thermal environment in which a cell unit operates within a
tack assembly or a single cell wrapped in perfect insulation oper-
tes alone. Table 2 lists the cell operating conditions and the inlet
eynolds numbers in this study. Since the corresponding Reynolds
umbers are smaller than 10 in the interconnects, the laminar flow
ypothesis is validated.

.5. Model discretization

Grid studies are performed to determine the optimal strategy for
esh generation. Two main types of grid are tested: structured and
ixed grid, which contains structured and prismatic unstructured
eshes. The results of the grid sensitivity test are depicted in Fig. 3
ith average grid size spanning from 3 × 10−4 to 2.6 × 10−3 mm3.

t is found that lower sensitivity of grid size to current density is
chieved when structured grid is implemented to serpentine, dou-
le serpentine, and rod bundle designs. For the oblique rib design,
harp corners exist in the flow passage. The mixed grid demon-
trates better robustness and is therefore used for the oblique rib
esign. The schematic drawing of the grid is shown in Fig. 4. To save

omputational time and retain reasonable accuracy, mesh numbers
re maintained between 359,058 and 537,138 so that the average
rid size is approximately 5.1 × 10−4 mm3. When the minimum
eduction in residuals for each variable is less than 10−4, the com-
utations quit the iterative procedure.

tion, unit: �m.

Thermal boundary

ṁc (kg s−1) Rec

8 × 10−8 3.09 Isothermal
8 × 10−8 1.9–3.1 Adiabatic
1.6 × 10−7 6.7 Isothermal
8 × 10−8 3.67 Isothermal
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even when current density is equivalent, the pressure drop in the
ig. 3. Grid study for �SOFC model, open symbols denote structured grid, while
olid symbols denote mixed grid. Isothermal condition, E = 0.28 V, and pure oxygen
s used.

. Results and discussion

.1. Influences of thermal boundary conditions

Fig. 5 shows the comparison of cell characteristics under dif-
erent thermal boundary conditions for �SOFC. From Fig. 5(a) and
b), �SOFC is found to yield better performance when isother-

al conditions are applied. This is because the comparable high
ell temperatures under adiabatic conditions contribute to a lower
eversible voltage, thus deteriorating the output capacity of �SOFC.
rom Fig. 5(c), the mean cell temperature is maintained at 1076 K

nder isothermal conditions, whereas the temperature soars over
200 K under adiabatic conditions. As the current density increases,
he mean cell temperature is augmented drastically and the reduc-
ion in reversible voltage becomes more prominent, leading to a

a
i
a
u

Fig. 4. Schematic drawing of the grids for (a) serpentine, (b)
Sources 185 (2008) 363–373 367

ower power output. From Fig. 5(b), the maximum power density is
.19 W cm−2 at 0.35 A cm−2 for adiabatic conditions, compared to
.32 W cm−2 at 0.67 A cm−2 for isothermal conditions. The enor-
ous rise in mean cell temperature under adiabatic conditions

lso reveals the ineffectiveness of heat convection by the flowing
eactants. Similar to the conclusion drawn by Srikar et al. [6], we
nd that thermal energy produced by the electrochemical reaction
rimarily dissipates through in-plane heat conduction inside the
SOFC.

Fig. 6 shows the temperature distribution at the anode/
lectrolyte interface under adiabatic conditions for a voltage of
.18 V. As depicted in Fig. 6, there exist tremendous temperature
radients near the reactant inlets for all flow channel designs.
he temperature deviations in �SOFC are so great (approximately
50–400 K) under adiabatic conditions that thermal stresses may
eopardize the reliability of the microstructure. This proves that
ppropriate thermal management is vital to both electrochemi-
al performance and structural stability for �SOFC. Moreover, the
ptimization of packaging near the inlet regions is of particular
mportance to minimizing the incidence of cracks.

The increase of mean cell temperature under adiabatic con-
itions also causes other interesting effects. Fig. 7 presents the
arying pressure drops between inlet and outlet of the serpen-
ine flow channel design with current density under different
hermal boundary conditions. In the anode channel, the pressure
rop increases with current density regardless of thermal bound-
ry conditions. From stoichiometry, consuming 1 kg of hydrogen
esults in generating 18 kg of steam. Hence, a larger pressure drop
s required to discharge the excess steam when an electrochemi-
al reaction takes place. As current density increases, more steam
s produced and the pressure drop is augmented accordingly. Yet
node channel under adiabatic conditions is higher than that under
sothermal conditions. This is ascribed to the increase in viscosity
nd reduction in density for gases at enhanced cell temperature
nder adiabatic conditions. In the cathode channel, however, the

rod bundle, (c) double serpentine and (d) oblique rib.
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ig. 5. Comparison of adiabatic and isothermal boundary conditions, pure oxygen is
emperature vs. current density.

ariations in pressure drop with current density exhibit opposite
rends for different thermal boundary conditions. Since there is
o substance produced by the cathode reaction, pressure drop is
iminished with an increase in current density under isothermal
onditions. In contrast, the effects of the temperature-dependent
hysical properties become greater than oxygen exhaustion due to
he immense increase in cell temperature under adiabatic condi-
ions. As a result, pressure drops increases slightly with increasing
urrent density when adiabatic conditions are imposed.

To reduce the operating temperature of �SOFC under adiabatic
ondition, there are two approaches to improve the convection
ffects: increasing the flow rate of oxidant and increasing the tem-
erature difference of reactants between inlets and outlets. While

arge temperature gradient induces undesirable thermal stress,
ncreasing the flow rate of oxidant is the more viable option. To
nsure thermal balance, the heat production rate of the cell should
e equivalent to the heat transfer rate by convection:

av

(
−
∑

i

a′
i
hi

Mi
− E

)
=
∑

i

ṁicp,i(Toutlet,i − Tinlet,i) (9)

∑

here − ia

′hi/Mi and E represent the thermoneutral voltage
nd the operating voltage, respectively. To allow �SOFC to oper-
te below 1200 K, the temperature difference Toutlet,i − Tinlet,i is
ssumed to be less than 100 K. From Eq. (9), the required mass flow
ate of oxygen is then plotted against current density in Fig. 8. Since

p
p
�
s
8

: (a) voltage vs. current density; (b) power density vs. current density; (c) mean cell

eat is produced at higher rate as current density increases, larger
ass flow rate of oxygen is demanded to achieve thermal balance.
ue to the low specific heat of oxygen, the required mass flow rate

s nearly two orders of magnitude higher than the stoichiometric
alue at a current density of 0.7 A cm−2.

.2. Influences of oxygen composition

Fig. 9 depicts the cell characteristics obtained under isothermal
ondition with different oxidant compositions. Even stoichiometry
s retained, less current density is delivered with the 50% O2/50% N2
omposition as depicted in Fig. 9(a). For the present �SOFC model,
he Péclet number is in the order of 1, indicating that local diffusion
ominates over bulk advection [11]. When pure oxygen is used,
xidant is migrated to the cathode surface so efficiently that no
iffusion limitation occurs. On the contrary, oxygen molecules have
o diffuse through nitrogen to reach the cathode surface with lower
xygen compositions. For the serpentine design under isothermal
ondition, Fig. 9(c) and (d) shows the variations of hydrogen and
xidant utilization rates with the operating voltage. From Fig. 9(c)
nd (d), using the 50% O2/50% N2 composition results in reduction
f both hydrogen and oxidant utilization rates. Hence, the cathode

erformance is affected by gas diffusion pronouncedly and output
ower experiences 16–23% decrease. For air, the output power of
SOFC is not only affected by diffusion limitation but also by the

upplying rate of oxidant. Since the mass flow rate of air is fixed at
× 10−8 kg s−1, the oxidant utilization rate is close to 100% when
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ig. 6. Temperature profiles at the anode/electrolyte interface under adiabatic cond
blique rib.

he operating voltage is below 0.4 V. Although only 24% of hydrogen
s consumed, the cell is already starved of oxidant. Comparing to
ure oxygen, the output power of using air is decreased 90–92% as
hown in Fig. 9(b). For both air and the 50% O2/50% N2 composition,
he deterioration of performance is most noticeable when the flow
hannel design is oblique rib. More details of the effects of flow
hannel design are discussed in Section 3.3.
Besides poorer performance, using lower oxygen compositions
as other downsides. To prevent the depletion of oxygen at cathode,
ass flow rate is required to increase for lower oxygen composi-

ion and pressure drop is augmented consequently. Hence, costs of
elivering oxidants are increased and the risk of fuel crossover is

ig. 7. Pressure drops in anode and cathode channels vs. current density for ser-
entine design. Solid symbols represent isothermal conditions, while open symbols
epresent adiabatic conditions.

W
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E = 0.18 V, z = 1.25 mm: (a) serpentine, (b) rod bundle, (c) double serpentine and (d)

eightened. These problems become more severe when the oxidant
ontains less oxygen.

Another potential issue with using an oxidant of lower oxygen
omposition lies in the preheating process. Since SOFC is designated
o operate at high temperatures, it is necessary to heat the reactants
efore entering the cell. The total power required to preheat the
eactants Ẇpreheat can be calculated by Eq. (10):∑

˙ preheat =

i

ṁi[hi(1073 K) − hi(300 K)] (10)

y supplying the 50% O2/50% N2 composition, 0.06 W more power
re necessary to raise the reactants to 1073 K, as compared to

ig. 8. To keep the cell temperature below 1173 K under adiabatic condition, the
stimated mass flow rate of oxygen vs. current density. Mass flow rate of hydrogen
s fixed at 10−8 kg s−1.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of using different oxygen composition under isothermal conditions: (
hydrogen utilization rate for various oxygen compositions. Isothermal condition, serpen
compositions. Isothermal condition, serpentine flow channel design.
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ig. 10. Heat generation vs. current density for serpentine design under isothermal
onditions.
ure oxygen. This supplementary need drains nearly all the power
utput �SOFC can supply, suggesting that implementing a heat
ecuperation configuration is essential to �SOFC. Using the equa-
ion suggested by Larminie and Dicks [12], Fig. 10 shows the

i
g
a

a) voltage vs. current density; (b) power density vs. current density; (c) voltage vs.
tine flow channel design (d) voltage vs. oxygen utilization rate for various oxygen

ariation of heat generated by �SOFC operation with current
ensity for the serpentine design using different oxidant composi-
ions. The horizontal dashed lines denote the heat absorption rates
equired to preheat hydrogen and oxidants from room temperature
o 1073 K. For pure oxygen and the 50% O2/50% N2 composition,
he recovered enthalpy is sufficient to preheat the reactants at

oderate to high current density if the exothermic nature of the
lectrochemical reaction is employed. However, an auxiliary heat-
ng system is still needed at low current densities, such as during the
tart-up. By using the 50% O2/50% N2 composition, the minimum
urrent density needed for thermal self-sufficiency is 0.36 A cm−2,
lightly higher than when using pure oxygen because additional
nergy is required to warm up the excess nitrogen. In contrast,
SOFC can never be thermally self-sustaining by using air and
uxiliary heating system becomes essential regardless of current
ensities. Although air is commonly used in macroscale systems,
xidant with higher oxygen composition is more feasible for �SOFC.

.3. Influences of flow channel designs
From Fig. 9, flow channel design demonstrates no apparent
nfluences on the performance of �SOFC when using pure oxy-
en. Since oxygen is abundant and cell temperatures are high, both
ctivation overpotential and concentration overpotential become
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nsignificant. As a result, voltage decreases linearly with increasing
urrent density, suggesting a strong dominance of ohmic overpo-
ential in �SOFC. When the oxygen content decreases, performance
istinctions become recognizable. As indicated in Section 3.2, out-
ut power for the oblique rib design is 3.2–18% lower than for other
ow channel designs at moderate to high current densities when
he lower oxygen composition is used.

Activation, ohmic, and concentration overpotentials are calcu-
ated to estimate their individual contributions to the overall losses.
nstead of using the simplified linear current–potential relation or
he Tafel equation, the Bulter–Volmer equation is solved iteratively
or a given current density to determine activation overpotential
13]. Once ohmic overpotential is evaluated by Ohm’s Law, con-
entration overpotential is obtained by subtracting activation and
hmic overpotentials from the overall losses. For the 50% O2/50%
2 composition under isothermal condition, the contributions of
ifferent overpotential to the overall losses are depicted in Fig. 11.
t a given current density, activation and ohmic overpotential are
early identical for all flow channel designs. Because a consistent
ontact area of interconnects and electrodes is maintained, the per-
ormance deficiency is mainly ascribed to the poor dispersion of
pecies in the interconnect. From Fig. 11, it is found that activation,
hmic, and concentration overpotentials present 25, 56, and 19%,
espectively, of the overall losses for the oblique rib design at an
perating voltage of 0.28 V.

Fig. 12 illustrates the mass fraction of oxygen at the cath-
de/electrolyte interface for various flow channel designs using 50%

/50% N under isothermal condition. For the serpentine and dou-
2 2
le serpentine designs, oxygen content is reduced gradually along
he flow channel due to the electrochemical reaction. For the rod
undle design, oxygen content decreases radially from the inlet
egion. Mass fractions of oxygen for the aforementioned designs

a
e
c
p

ig. 12. Oxygen mass fraction at the cathode/electrolyte interface under isothermal cond
nd (d) oblique rib.
ig. 11. Contributions of activation, ohmic, and concentration overpotential to the
verall losses. Isothermal condition, the 50% O2/50% N2 composition is used.

enerally remain above 0.2–0.3 in most active areas. On the con-
rary, the configuration of the oblique rib design favors oxidant flow
n the inlet–outlet diagonal direction. With limited cross-rib diffu-
ion, oxygen depletion is observed adjacent to the two opposite
orners. Mass fractions of oxygen are found to fall below 0.15 in
hese ‘dead zones’ for the oblique rib design, resulting in poorer
erformance.

To further analyze the overall performance, pressure drops

ssociated with fuel delivery are taken into consideration. Fig. 13
xhibits the pressure drops in cathode channels for various flow
hannel designs using the 50% O2/50% N2 composition. For the ser-
entine design, the configuration of a long single duct evokes a

itions, E = 0.18 V, z = 1.05 mm: (a) serpentine, (b) rod bundle, (c) double serpentine
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ig. 13. Pressure drop in cathode channel vs. current density for various flow chan-
el designs. Isothermal condition, the 50% O2/50% N2 composition is used.

igh-pressure drop varying from 677 to 852 Pa. Despite that similar
esults are observed for the double serpentine design, the pressure
rop in the double serpentine design is smaller than for the serpen-
ine design due to branching, ranging from 163 to 207 Pa. For both
he oblique rib and rod bundle designs, pressure drops are signifi-
antly diminished. Since flow resistances are very small, pressure
rops between inlets and outlets are nearly negligible (<30 Pa). The
inimum power required to stream the reactants Ẇflow can be

etermined by

˙ flow =
∑

i

�Piṁi

	i
(11)

rom Eq. (11), a larger pressure drop results in greater power con-
umption required to deliver the fuels for one flow channel design.
lthough more power is spent by the compressor to overcome the

all friction for the serpentine design, Ẇflow only takes up less

han 1% of the total power output due to the low flow rates in
SOFC. Consequently, the expenditure of auxiliary electricity for

uel delivery is insignificant in �SOFC.

4

fl

Fig. 14. Experimental setup
ig. 15. Flow visualization insides different flow channel designs: (a) serpentine,
b) rod bundle, (c) double serpentine and (d) oblique rib.
. Flow visualization

Surface marking technique [14] is employed to observe the gas
ow in various flow channel designs of �SOFC. The prototypes of

for flow visualization.
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he four flow channel designs are fabricated by micromachining
echnologies on a silicon wafer. A two-step deep reactive ion etch-
ng (DRIE) process is facilitated to define the microchannels and
hrough-wafer fluidic ports. Before dicing, the silicon wafer is anod-
cally bonded to a Pyrex glass substrate to allow flow visualization.
he experimental setup for flow visualization is depicted in Fig. 14.
s shown in Fig. 14, dry ice and water are placed in a beaker to
reate dense clouds of fog. The white fog is then streamed into the
icrochannel by a syringe pump. The flow rate is set to 2 ml min−1

o that the corresponding Reynolds number is within the same
ange as the numerical simulations. Due to the extreme cold, liq-
id fog droplets freeze to the microchannel’s surface, forming white
rost to qualitatively map flow distributions. Under the ring fluores-
ent illumination, image sequences are recorded by a 30 fps CCD
amera with a resolution of 768 × 494 pixels (jai CV-S3300). The
esults are displayed in Fig. 15 for the four flow channel designs. For
oth the serpentine and double serpentine designs, we find that the
rowth of the white frost propagates progressively along the flow
hannel. For the diagonal rib design, white frost tends to disperse
long the diagonal direction, resulting in the appearance of “dead
ones” in the vicinity of the two opposite corners. For the rod bun-
le design, white frost disperses from the inlet and spreads more
idely during the transport process. The front resumes a round

hape that resembles the circular iso-concentration lines predicted
y the numerical simulation. Although these surface patterns are
ubject to the combined influences of flow, pressure, heat, and mass
ransfer, the surface marking technique successfully reveals the low
ransport regions in the flow channel and can serve as a useful tool
or designing interconnects of �SOFC in the future.

. Conclusions

This study presents the results from the cell-level simulation
f microscale SOFC. The impacts of thermal operating conditions,
xidant compositions, and flow channel designs are investigated.
mong these three parameters, thermal operating conditions are

ound to play a critical role in the performance of �SOFC. Under
diabatic conditions, the cell temperature is much higher than that
nder isothermal conditions such that the tremendous decrease
f reversible voltage results in poorer cell performance. Moreover,
he advection effect is so weak that the mass flow rate of oxygen is
equired to increase tremendously to keep the cell operating below
200 K. The primary heat transfer mechanism in �SOFC is conduc-
ion, which suggests that proper packaging for �SOFC is vital to

aintaining an isothermal operating environment and achieving
aximum output power.
For �SOFC, concentration overpotential is less significant than

hmic overpotential. Nevertheless, oxidant composition exerts
ubstantial effects on �SOFC’s performance. When the 50% O2/50%
2 composition is used, output power experiences a 16–23% reduc-

ion compared to that of pure oxygen. This is because local diffusion
ominates the species transport in microscale and diffusion limi-
ations occur with the presence of nitrogen. The effects of diffusion

imitations are particularly evident for the oblique rib design. Lack-
ng effective cross-channel transport, ‘dead zones’ occur in the
blique rib design and as a result performance is deteriorated at
oderate to high current densities. The presence of ‘dead zones’

s verified by the results of flow visualization. The surface marking

[
[
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echnique used in this study provides a valuable insight into the
mpacts of mass transport in �SOFC.

The dominance of local diffusion over advection also offers a
lausible explanation of the modest influences of flow channel
esigns in our study. Due to the small Péclet number, species dis-
ribute uniformly as long as the diffusion length is larger than the
eature size [15]. Hence, the variations in output power are less than
0% among the four flow channel designs even when air is used. To
xamine the feasibility of �SOFC, power consumed by fuel preheat-
ng and delivery is explored. It is found that the power required to
upply the fuel to the cell only occupies less than 1% of total output
ower. Yet, power utilized to preheat fuels would rigorously attenu-
te the output capacity. Therefore, it is essential to implement a heat
ecuperation configuration for �SOFC. A potential solution is recy-
ling the waste heat from the electrochemical reaction to preheat
uels. For current densities larger than 0.36 A cm−2, the recovered
eat should be adequate to sustain thermal self-sufficiency when
he 50% O2/50% N2 composition or pure oxygen is supplied. On the
ther hand, using air in �SOFC is never thermally self-sustaining
nd auxiliary preheating system is always in need. As a result,
mploying oxidant with higher oxygen composition is vital for the
uccess of �SOFC.
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